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The lure of passion and romance, entices the young and beautiful Adama Ruston landing her into

the arms of Amad Johnson, a handsome and charismatic police officer who works tirelessly in the

gritty riot filled streets of Baltimore City. In a whirlwind romance, Adama is swept off her feet but

must get used to her role as the girlfriend of a police officer in a city where tension and hatred for

her man are at an all time high. Despite the hate, their romance blossoms, until she discovers a

startling and heartbreaking truth changing her life forever. In a story of finding first love, Adama will

discover "there's two sides to every love story."
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I'm going to need a part two or something. It was just enough drama tho keep you going. I kind of

figure that out about Amad, but I want sure. I need to know who shot him or have the kids going to

the same school or something. The wife got a feeling but not sure..I didn't put my Kindle down



I went to school with the author so I had to read! This book is amazing, there were times while

reading it that my mouth dropped! So many surprises that kept me pulled in. I'm an avid reader so it

felt really good to finally read a book worth writing a review for! I would definitely recommend this

book. I pray that there is a sequal!

OMG, I could put this book down. It is written very well. I feel like there should be a part two, telling

his side of the story. So happy Adana had her happy ending but also sad for Gina too. Overall great

read. I will definitely read over and over.

This was a great read. Adulterated is a novel that you cannot put down until you are done. The

setting is so relevant to the times in which we live yet so indicative of the many 2nd chances

afforded so many of us.

I would recommend this book! It was written well and the plot flowed. The story was realistic and

relevant to on going issues in today's culture. I didn't expect the ending to happen the way it did!

Fantastic story could not put the book down.Also the content is very relevant to events happening

right now. The short film is great too please check it out on Youtube.

The build up was great but once the plot was exposed the rest of the book was pretty predictable.

Overall it was an interesting read and held my attention.

Some parts little predictable but overall great story line. A few twists which kept it interesting. I liked

how she showed both sides of the love story.
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